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Friday, September 22, 2023 
 

GreenYellow acquires RunCharge to become  
the 1st network of charging stations in Reunion Island 

 

 
 
Reunion Island is currently experiencing a surge in electric mobility, and the electrifica�on of its means of 
transport represents one of the main levers for accelera�ng progress towards carbon neutrality, as set out 
in Reunion Island's Pluriannual Energy Program (Programma�on Pluriannuelle de l’Energie or PPE) 
According to this plan, the target for the number of electric vehicles by the end of 2023 was 10,600. As of 
mid-September, there were already almost 13,000 vehicles on the road! 
 
However, this significant accelera�on must be accompanied by the installa�on of Electric Vehicle Charging 
Sta�ons (EVCS) that are open to the public and opera�onal. This is not yet the case.  It is against this 
backdrop that GreenYellow Océan Indien, a French company based in Saint-Paul and a leader in energy 
transi�on in the region, has announced the acquisi�on of RunCharge, the first network of solar charging 
sta�ons in Reunion Island. The announcement was made during an excep�onal gathering of electric 
vehicles at the Grote des Premiers Français, in the presence of Electro'ker, an associa�on of electric 
vehicle owners, and ending an en�re week dedicated to electric mobility in Saint-Paul. 
 
RunCharge has played a key role in promo�ng this transi�on, having already deployed 14 solar charging 
sta�ons for electric vehicles to date. In addi�on to providing access to new charging points, the RunCharge 
network has the advantage of supplying green electricity and paying by the kWh (not by the minute). The 
arrival of GreenYellow will accelerate deployment, with more than twenty sta�ons due to open in the 
coming months, and 100 sta�ons by 2028. 
 
  



     

 

 

 
 
The event was an opportunity for the General Manager of GreenYellow Indian Ocean, Pierre Marouby, 
to share his sa�sfac�on with the acquisi�on: 
"Already the leader in photovoltaics in the Indian Ocean, this acquisition enables GreenYellow to 
become the leading network of charging stations on Reunion Island. We look forward to continuing to 
develop RunCharge, creating a denser, greener and more accessible network of charging stations for 
electric vehicles. We're aiming for over 100 sites by 2028 and will thus help accelerate Reunion's energy 
transition." 
 
Thierry Garcia, founder of RunCharge said:  
"This acquisition by GreenYellow is a perfect illustration of the French adage that “Gouverner, c'est 
prévoir” (To govern is to foresee). When it comes to energy transition, this is particularly true. This 
philosophy has always guided our ambition at RunCharge. We have laid the foundations for a network 
of charging stations in Reunion Island, and we are delighted to be handing over to GreenYellow, which 
has the necessary resources to bring this project to fruition". 
 
 
 
 

 
 
ABOUT GREENYELLOW  
In 16 years, GreenYellow has become a major player in the energy transition in France and abroad and a true partner 
of companies and communities. As an expert in decentralized PV production, energy efficiency projects and energy 
and electric mobility services, GreenYellow supports its clients throughout the value chain.  

The company is responsible for the development, funding, and operation of infrastructure projects, enabling them to 
produce local and competitive green power, reduce their energy consumption and fast-track their decarbonization. 
Operating in 17 countries on four continents, GreenYellow is constantly innovating to meet today’s climate 
challenges and expand its platform with unique and global offers. 
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MEDIAS CONTACTS – GREENYELLOW 

 

GreenYellow Indian Ocean  

• Chloé HIBON –Marketing & Communication Manager | +262 (0)6 93 92 36 12 | chibon@greenyellow.com 

 

GreenYellow group 

• Aurélie CHASSET – Group Marke�ng & Communica�on Director | +33 (0)6 26 47 37 21 | achasset@greenyellow.fr 
• Juliete PROST | juliete.prost@plead.fr | +33 (0)6 72 47 53 28 
• Margaux WACHEUX | +33 (0)6 75 62 26 41 | margaux.wacheux@plead.fr 
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